INTERMARBIAGE.	51
"According to some Biblical and even some rabbinical
Utterances, the marriage between Jews and Christians might
be declared as sanctioned. Such intermarriages already
occurred as early as the Middle Ages, until interdicted by
the church. The moral possibility of such a marriage is con-
ceivable only when both parties to the marriage disregard all
positive doctrines and laws of their respective creeds and
simply adhere to a natural religion. But as long as either of
them clings to the doctrines of his original creed—one observ-
ing the Day of Atonement and the other celebrating Good
Friday in order to obtain remission of sins—the two are not
one, not of one mind. Mixed marriages are, as a rule, far
removed from the ideal of marriage. At all events, the desire
to have such a marriage sanctioned by a clergyman can, from
the nature of the case, not be a strong and sincere one. Either
both parties are indifferent to the claims of religion, or at least
one of them is so—why, then, ask the assistance of a minis-
ter? Or both still adhere to their respective faiths—how,
then, can the one party be satisfied with the forms of the
other's faith? In such instances a cordial address could as
well be delivered by any layman. This will, at all events,
satisfy the Jewish party, whose faith recognizes no ordained
priestSo
"The education of the children that may be born of such
wedlock is likewise a strong consideration against mixed mar-
riages.
"Wherever the State permits such mixed marriages, they
are legally and morally binding when performed by the civil
authorities. The religious form or the church blessing, which
is only a ceremony, may and should be a matter of indiffer-
ence to a bridal pair belonging to different faiths. In Judaism,
which has no priests and no sacramental marriage, the express
approbation of the rabbi is, in such cases, of no use.' He can
and will tacitly and willingly accept the validity of the mixed
marriage actually concluded according to the civil law." (1)
The late Rev. Dr. D. einhokn expressed himself still
more emphatically concerning the question before us.
(i; Eeferate ueber die der ersten israel. Synodeueberreichten Antraege,
p. 193.

